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TAU BETA PI PLEDGE ESSAY
WHY DO PEOPLE DRINK?
THERMISTORS

This tiny device is an ultra-reliable Westinghouse TV amplifier

It can replace all these wires and electronic parts
"With fewer parts and connections,"
Westinghouse scientists decided, "we'd
have a much more reliable amplifier."
So they developed a new kind, using
techniques called "molecular electronics."
The device is a functional electronic block,
one quarter-inch square. (That's the cap-

sule. Actually, the electronics are Oil a bit
of specially-treated silicon the size of a
chip diamond.)
Other Westinghouse functional electronic blocks are just as small. They're
used in experimental products like a
pocket-size TV camera and a radio receiver

that's half an inch square and an inch long.
Today, Westinghouse makes these ultrareliable little devices mostly for military
applications.
One day, you'll find them in electronic
products everywhere.
You can be sure ... if it's Westinghouse.

For information on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer,
write to L. H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department,Pittsburgh 21,Pa.

Looking towards a Ch.E., E.E., M.E. or Chemistry degree?

Look ahead to the advantages of a career in Monsanto production

Let's face it. Production is the very heart of a
billion-dollar producer like Monsanto. Here's where
the young engineer meets technical challenges
second to none. Here's where he can display his
talents daily ... helping increase
yields, improve processes, raise
efficiency, lower costs, boost
profits. Here's where Monsanto's
on-the-job training can help him
move ahead faster ... personally
and professionally.
Monsanto production men are

known by many titles—Maintenance Staff
Engineer, Plant Technical Services Engineer,
Production Supervisor . . . to name a few. Try
one on for size now .. . then see your Placement Director to arrange an
interview when we visit your
campus. Or write for our new
brochure, "You and Monsanto,"
to Professional Recruiting Manager, MONSANTO, St. Louis,
Missouri. 63166
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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IN THIS ISSUE
A NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

As has been the custom in the past, the TECHNIC
presents the Tau Beta Pi Pledge Essay for this semester.
The essay gives vital information on how Rose has made
an effort to keep up with the numbers racket. Amusing
and satirical, the Tau Bet' essay contains some subtle
slashes that are sure to be missed on the first reading.
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"Skip" Szilagyi presents, for drinkers and nondrinkers alike, scientific reasons for a person's desire for
alcohol. Backing up his statements with experimental
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editorial

Now
Is The Time
In my only previous editorial in this magazine,
I discussed the subject of students' continual griping
about their plight and expressed my opinion that most
of this complaining is misdirected. It seems appropriate to me that this subject should be brought up
again at this time in view of the upcoming development in the area of student government. In response
to a motion passed at a recent Student Council meeting, Dr. Logan has appointed a committee of students
whose task it is to rewrite the Constitution of the
Student Council. This is the first step toward the
correction of the problem of the ineffectiveness of the
present student government organization.
It is probably hard for someone who has not been
connected with the Student Council to realize
all
at
the magnitude of this task. The problem is more than
that of merely "changing the rules" on points which
are covered in the present constitution. No mention
is made in it of legal policy on some of the most controversial student affairs. For example, the most glaring weakness of the present constitution is that it does
not adequately define the powers of the very body
which it serves. The committee must do more than
"change words;" its members must have the insight to

realize what additions need to be made in order to
produce a complete set of definite laws for the Council
to follow.
Should the students depend upon a few men to
decide what needs to be done? To a certain extent,
this is very necessary—the old saying that "too many
cooks spoil the broth" applies in this case. But to
quote another well-known truth, "The first step toward the solution of a problem is recognizing that the
problem exists." It takes more than a few student
leaJers to recognize all the problems of a group the
size of the Rose student body. This is why the members of the "constitutional committee" need the students' help.
There are plenty of Rose men who think that
there are many things wrong with this school—anyone
who spends a day in the halls of R. P. I. will agree to
this, unless he is totally deaf. Most students, however,
prefer to discuss their troubles with everyone except
their Student Council representative. Perhaps they
think that "the Council can't do anything about it anyway." In certain cases, they are probably right. In
most cases, no one else can do anything about it either,
so it doesn't get done.
The situation is soon to change. If the committee
discovers what things must be done to effect a strong
student government, they will be dcme. Okay, gripers,
here's your chance! You have been begging to be
heard; now the committee is waiting to hear you. The
entire school will soon know who the men on this
committee are. They are representing you, students, so
let yourselves be represented. If you don't, I will say
this to you: "Don't gripe, you had your chance!"
R.T.K.
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Delco Means
Opportunity to
George
Fitzgibbon
•George Fitzgibbon is a Senior Experimental
Chemist at Delco Radio. He's pictured here examining silicon rectifier sub-assemblies for microscopic
solder voids during the development stage.
George received his BS in Chemistry from the
University of Illinois prior to joining Delco Radio.
As he puts it, "I found, at Delco, an opportunity to
take part in a rapidly expanding silicon device development program. The work has proved to be
challenging, and the people and facilities seem to
stimulate your best efforts."
The young graduate engineer at Delco will also
find opportunity—and encouragement—to continue
work on additional college credits. Since our inception, we've always encouraged our engineers and
scientists "to continue to learn and grow." Our
Tuition Refund Program makes it possible for an
eligible employee to be reimbursed for tuition costs
of spare time courses studied at the university or
college level. Both Purdue and Indiana Universities
offer educational programs in Kokomo, and Purdue
maintains an in-plant graduate training program for
Delco employees.
Like George Fitzgibbon, you too may find challenging and stimulating opportunities at Delco Radio,
in such areas as silicon and germanium device development, ferrites, solid state diffusion, creative
packaging of semiconductor products, development
of laboratory equipment, reliability techniques, and
applications and manufacturing engineering.
If your training and interests lie in any of these
areas, why not explore the possibilities of joining
this outstanding Delco—GM team in forging the
future of electronics ? Watch for Delco interview
dates on your campus, or write to Mr. C. D. Longshore, Dept. 135A, Delco Radio Division, General
Motors Corporation, Kokomo, Indiana.
An equal opportunity employer
solid state electronics•

DELCO RADIO DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
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The President Comments

Oliver Wendell Holmes' "The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table" might be
the last place you would look for a reference on computers. I am, however,
indebted to him for the following:
"Sometimes, but rarely, one may be caught making the same speech twice
over, and yet be held blameless. Thus, a certain lecturer, after performing in an inland city, where dwells a Litteratrice of note, was invited to
meet her and others over the social teacup. She pleasantly referred to
his many wanderings in his new occupation. "Yes," he replied, "I am
like the Huma, the bird that never lights, being always in the cars, as
he is always on the wing." —Years elapsed. The lecturer visited the
same place once more for the same purpose. Another social cup after
the lecturer, and a second meeting with the distinguished lady. "You are
constantly going from place to place," she said. —"Yes," he answered,
"I am like the Huma,' — and finished the sentenced as before.
What horrors, when it flashed over him that he had made this fine speech,
word for word, twice over! Yet it was not true, as the lady might perhaps
have fairly inferred, that he had embellished his conversation with the
Huma daily during that whole interval of years. On the contrary, he
had never once thought of the odious fowl until the recurrence of precisely the same circumstances brought up precisely the same idea. He
ought to have been proud of the accuracy of his mental adjustments.
Given certain factors, and a sound brain should always evolve the same
fixed product with the certainty of Babbages calculating machine.
What a satire, by the way, is that machine on the mere mathematician!
A Frankenstein-monster, a thing without brains and without heart, too
stupid to make a blunder; which turns out results like a corn-shelter,
and never grows any wiser or better, though it grind a thousand bushels
of them!"
If you are at all interested in a brilliant commentary on life in a wide range
of moods, I can strongly recommend that you add a Holmes to your library.
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St. Pat's Dance
March 14th

HEAR THE FABULOUS

Ali9111 euzale/is
DIRECT FROM LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

BEARD CONTEST PRIZES WILL BE
AWARDED AT THE DANCE TO:

1) The man with the fullest growth.
2) The man with the most unusual beard.
3) Each member of the class (Sr., Jr., etc.) with the
highest percent of men, at the dance, with beards.

50c REFUND AT THE DOOR FOR MEN WITH BEARDS

Get Your Ticket Now!

II L. D. Shotts, BSME University of Illinois, 1963, inspects
wear patterns on a herringbone
gear after dynamometer testing. This gear is part of a new
reduction gear assembly being
developed for advanced versions of the Allison T56 turboprop.

1

OPPORTUNITY
IS YOURS
AT ALLISON

•For L. D. Shotts, the move from the University of
Illinois was a natural. L. D. had learned of the work
Allison is doing in advanced turbine engine development. Particularly, he was impressed with Allison's assignment to develop the T78 regenerative turboprop
engine.
The T78—selected by the Navy for anti-submarine
aircraft—utilizes turbine exhaust heat to raise the temperature of compressor discharge air, resulting in increased fuel economy for extended long-range and on
station aircraft capability.
Air-cooled turbine blades, another Allison achievement, mark a significant advance in turbine engine
state of the art. And, the workhorse of turboprops, the
Allison T56, continues to set new standards as our

-.1.11M11..

engineers find additional means of improving performance and reliability.
In addition to leadership in the turboprop area,
Allison also is making great strides in the development
of nuclear energy conversion projects, including a compact, mobile nuclear reactor and an energy depot concept which will permit manufacturing of fuel "on the
spot" for military field units.
Well-qualified, young engineers will find unlimited
opportunities in the long-range, diversified energy conversion programs at Allison. Talk to our representative
when he visits your campus. Let him tell you what it's
like in the creative environment at Allison where Energy Conversion Is Our Business.
An equal opportunity employer

Allison
THE ENERGY CONVERSION DIVISION OF
GENERAL MOTORS, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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by the Tau Beta Pi
Pledge Class of 1963

Numerical
Analysis
Recently there has been a new
craze sweeping the nation — the
'numbers" craze. In the interest of
simplicity and greater efficiency,
several large concerns are turning
to identification by number. The
United States Post Office, for example, has instituted the "zip code"
in order to expedite transportation
of mail. With the addition by certain
telephone companies of the area code
number, direct distance dialing is
now possible. Even the automotive
industry, not to be outdone, has joined the throng — instead of buying
a Ford or an Oldsmobile, you now
order a "409" or an "F-85." So naturally, dear old Rose, in keeping
with the current "pursuit of excellence" philosophy, has also joined
the numbers racket. It is the duty
of this semester's Tau Beta Pi pledge
class to examine the manner in
which Rose has accomplished this
transition.
To begin with, let us examine the
procedure by which a prospective
student is selected for admission to
Rose. Under the new method, a high
school graduate's qualifications are
converted to numerical form and
analyzed by numerical methods. For
these techniques, the institution has
employed an infinite number of monkeys and given them an infinite
number of flexowriters. From the
resulting infinite number of numerical analyses, a random program was
chosen randomly by a random mon10

Alan Bechtel
Tom Holmes
Dave Morgan
Tom Terry
Tobey King

ing applications from females at a
terrific rate.
Once a student is admitted to the
freshman class, he is henceforth designated, not by his name, but by
2
21-y
a new fink factor. This is obtained
R =
10W)
D x 10-3(P +
by multiplying his old fink factor by
R
1 21
the zip code number of his home
, where
town. Students who have the same
y = applicant's age
resulting fink factor are differenD = selective service number
tiated by means of a capital letter
P = price of a plane ticket from
which precedes their number. HowScotland to his home
ever, in the interests of mathematics,
W = number of relatives employthis letter is ignored in all of the
ed at Rose
further calculations about to be disZ = total college board examinacussed.
tion scores
The fink factor facilitates the unIn order to gain admittance, the biased evaluation by the computer
applicant's value of R (known as the of the student entirely on his own
fink factor) must exceed 1.00. If his merits. The factor will be modified
personal data yield a number less throughout one's stay at Rose by
than unity, he is not a fink, and various influences. The factor rethereby is deemed ineligible for ad- places the now outdated "cum".
mission. A critical examination of This presents a problem of comthis equation reveals the reason why munication with friends in other
those of the fairer sex have never schools as to their progress. Howbecome Rose freshmen. Notice that ever, we are confident that the new
if the value D, which appears in the system will soon become universally
denominator, is equal to zero, the accepted. Our confidence is evientire equation "blows up". Since denced by the new hit tune on the
the U. S. Government has provided R.P.I. label, "From a Cum to a
that only male citizens shall have Fink".
"D-numbers", the only value which
During the freshman year, the
can be used for a female applicant student is mainly interested in stayis zero. Unfortunately, the computer ing in school. This is the main concannot handle such a situation, and tributing factor towards the modifino further consideration can be cation of his fink factor, but not the
given. However,judging by the day- only one. The fink factor which reto-day condition of the computer, sults at the end of the freshman year
the admissions office must be receiv(Continued on Page 22)
key to measure the qualifications of
an applicant for admission. The following equation represents his acceptance or rejection:

John Lauritzen wanted further knowledge

He's finding it at Western Electric
When the University of Nevada awarded John Lauritzen
his B.S.E.E. in 1961, it was only the first big step in the
learning program he envisions for himself. This led him
to Western Electric. For WE agrees that ever-increasing
knowledge is essential to the development of its engineers—and is helping John in furthering his education.
John attended one of Western Electric's three Graduate Engineering Training Centers and graduated with
honors. Now,through the Company-paid Tuition Refund
Plan, John is working toward his Master's in Industrial Management at Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute.
He is currently a planning engineer developing test
equipment for the Bell System's revolutionary, new

electronic telephone switching system.
If you set the highest standards for yourself, both
educationally and professionally, we should talk. Western Electric's vast communications job as manufacturing unit of the Bell System provides many opportunities
for fast-moving careers for electrical, mechanical and
industrial engineers, as well as for physical science,
liberal arts and business majors. Get your copy
of the Western Electric Career Opportunities booklet
from your Placement Officer. Or write: Western
Electric, Room 6405, 222 Broadway, New York 38,
N. Y. And be sure to arrange for an interview when
the Bell System recruiting team visits your campus.

W

SYSTEM
estern Electric MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities • OPerating centers in many of these same cities Plus 36 others throughout the U. S. • Engineering k esea rch
Center, Princeton, New jersey • TeletyDe Corporation, Skokie, Illinois. Little Rork. Arkansas • General headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York 7. New York

Why Do People Drink?
by
Skip Szilagyi,
Jr., Ch.E.

Why do people drink? The
answers have varied extremely and
queer hypotheses have been advanced. It should not be difficult to
understand why people drink. Analysis of the alcohol effect on the
emotional aspect of the personality
gives a simple explanation. The
mood is fundamentally changed.
Alcohol produces an increased confidence in one's own mental and physical powers. Inhibitions are overcome. A feeling of well being is
created; self esteem is boosted. Conflicts and worries are forgotten and
life as a whole appears brighter. That
is the reason that people drink.
To many persons, drinking has
desired effects. It also has important or grave consequences. Its satisfactions and problems have a common source; the action of alcohol as
a depressant.
When one takes a drink of a fairly
strong alcoholic beverage, there is a
mild, temporary stimulation of the
sensitive tissues of the mouth and
the tongue; a burning sensation not
unlike that experienced when tasting
highly seasoned food. A warming
.ensation may also follow, further
giving the impression that we have
aken a stimulant. And, very briefly, we might call it that. But in a
moment or two this mild, temporary
stimulation wears off, and alcohol's
depressant action takes over.
The motives in drinking, conscious
or unconscious, are many and varied.
12

Reduction of Physical Disco-mfort
Alcohol is an analgesic drug, in
that it decreases consumers of bodily
sensations. This it does by depressing the higher brain centers, by
temporarily deadening them. In this
way alcohol has also an anesthetic
effect, which likewise eases pain. In
deep intoxication painless surgery
would be possible.

fear. Through the use of intoxicating
liquor, such a person frees himself
from thoughts that would usually
restrain him. Depending on the
liquor and the man, the result is
satisfaction without disaster.

Many persons have found alcoholic
beverages having opposite effects
upon their success. This is quite apparent in the case of some musicians,
Reduction of Mental Discomfort.
dancers and other entertainers. They
In depressir.g the higher brain cen- achieve some success, but lose some
ters, alcohol depresses the higher of their art.
mental functions as a whole. Small
The use of an intoxicating bevercortical
activity
amounts decrease
age to lessen disturbing thoughts in
only slightly; howe v er, large general, or inhibition is comparable
amounts have correspondingly great- to swatting flies rather than cleaner effects. To a troubled mind, alco- ing up their breeding place. At best
hol is therefore a sedative. On so- it is only a temporary excuse.
cial occasions some drink to free
Fellowship.
themselves from thoughts that, while
Drinking increases fellowship not
not especially hard to bear, are too
simply by lessoning inhibition but
depressing for the occasion. In the
also by decreasing sensitivity to one
sedative drink, life loses petty
another's faults. It is because of this
troubles.
combined effort that a cocktail party
Frequently the unpleasantness of
starts out with people mixing drinks,
personal inadequacy is avoided
and ends up with people mixing
through drinking. Anyone feels
with people.
equal to a situation so long as he is
unmindful of failure to measure up
Alcohol is not necessarily a social
to it. To the intoxicated person, the solvent. It seldom breaks the cold
ocean is only ankle-deep. He also crust of social barriers or personal
considers himself quite interesting irritations. Companionship on equal
even though at the time, the people and friendly terms is most likely to
be had in groups that are mainly
around him think differently.
Freedom from Inhibition.
birds of a feather—groups in which
Because of self-control, many per- the members are compatible in insons cannot talk or act as they would terest and feelings. Opposites may
like to do. They are inhibited by a season fellowship, but only through
sense of inferiority, traditions and similarities if conflict is not present.

Sexual Behavior.
Some persons drink in order to
throw themselves into someones
arms. Anyone desirous of overcoming inhibition tends to do so by drinking only a little. But persons who
drink under social pressure ard with
the fear of losing inhibition sometimes steel themselves against intimacies more than their drink lessens their inhibitions. A man or
woman who has stror g self-control
and fear of losing it in drinking may
take considerable liquor and still
maintain self-restraint. There is,
however, no inhibition that persists
in intoxication.
While intoxicated, such a state incapacitates a man sexually, for in its
depression of motor functions in general it brings on temporary impotence.
While fear of losing sexual inhibition in drinking reinforces it, the
individual nevertheless becomes
more thoughtless than normal. A
woman under the influence of alcohol, and fearful of her vanity, may
protest a peck on the cheek at a
party but may sign away a fortune.
It has been found that in married
men and women, light drinking
usually facilitates sexual relationships. One could then assume that
the more a couple regard sexual relationships as a relief from tensions
and as acceptable pleasures, the less
they would find drinking as necessary or desirable faciliation of such
relationships. Since alcohol is a depressant, it is difficult to see how
a well adjusted couple could benefit
from even mild alcoholic effects.
Some may benefit from such effects,
but the risk involved should not be
overlooked.
Physical Craving.
People who drink moderately time
after time get themselves into new
difficulties. Heavy drinking ultimately impairs the central nervous
system, and makes for serious
trouble in daily life. An alcoholic
also develops a sense of inferiority
that gnaws at his insides as much
as the alcohol he consumes. He then
finds himself in a fix; he is aware

of the danger of taking stronger
drinks to meet his growing troubles,
but he has no other way of relief.
Therefore, he develops a psychological thirst that can easily be mistaken for a physical craving.

him from taking even an ordinary
portion. He also has a squeamish
stomach because of the irritation of
alcohol, which further decrease his
intake of food; and his intestines do
not a bsorb well the vitamins he does
consume. As his need for vitamins
Many persons who try to decrease
increases, and the number he contheir drinking succeeed when they
sumes decreases, he ultimately
are alone, even when the bottle is
shows sigrs of nutritional deficiency.
near by, but fail to do so when offered a drink. Such persons are to
Some persons also claim that
that extent in the grip of social pres- drinking has a warming effect upon
sure rather than of a physical crav- them. In a mild or extreme state
ing.
of intoxication, depending on the individual, the pulse rate increases
Rationalizations.
and the blood supply to the skin
The individual may claim to use dilates. This dilation increases the
alcoholic beverages for their taste, temperature of the skin and furthers
effect upon appetite and digestion, perspiration. These are cooling efor nutritive value. However, a bev- fects, which offset the warming eferage merely flavored with alcohol fects of the calories of the alcohol,
may be appetizing, and a small quan- but they give the illusion of warmth.
tity of alcohol increases desire for The depression of the higher brain
food and furthers digestion by in- centers decreases, among other
creasing glandular secretion. A things, sensitivity to cold, which furlarge quantity has the opposite ef- ther contributes toward the illusion.
fect, in that it stops digestion.
Another miscorception on the part
Hunger depends mainly on calories,
of
some people is that they themwhich alcohol provides For that
selves
can use an alcoholic beverreason, heavy use of alcohol makes
age
without being affected. People
all food seem tasteless and the apdiffer
in level of tolerance, but no
petite has been curbed.
matter how little is taken it will deAlcohol is a limited food, how- press or paralyze correspondingly
ever. It provides energy that is con- the higher brain centers. The quesverted into heat. Beer and other tion should not be whether a man
liquors may contain minerals and car carry his liquor but whether he
vitamins. However, distilled spirits knows how to carry it.
have no such food values. Since
hunger depends mainly on a lack of Moderate Drinking.
calories, a person who gets the reModerate drinking cannot be
quired amount from liquor omits sharply defined. To some persons it
from his diet food that contains vita- means the occasional use of alcoholic
mins, minerals, and proteins. Alcohol beverages for reasons other than
is also fattening for it furthers the their alcoholic effects (custom, faoxidation of food. But the heavy shion or to be one of the "boys").
drinker usually cuts down his food To others it is an attempt to achieve
consumption rather than his alcohol. analgesic or sedative effects, or to
In still another way a large amount reduce inhibitions. Moderation in
of alcohol makes for dietary de- drinking is viewed also as a matter
fiency. The need for certain vita- of time and place. In a harmless enmins, especially vitamin B, increases vironment, the individual may be afwith the number of calories con- fected by the alcohol of a beverage
sumed. Hence a chronic alcoholic without the loss of necessary alertwho eats good food, but only a nor- ness; alertness to the wishes of
mal amount, still has dietary defi- others or to potential danger. There
ciency. He might make up for this are persons who experience, among
defiency through an extra helping friends, mild effects of intoxicants.
of food, but his lack of appetite keeps
(Continued on page 29)
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What's new at Bethlehem Steel?

On a Pennsylvania mountaintop, new research laboratories...
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On the Indiana lakefront, we're building a new steel plant
Looking for real opportunity? On the crest of South Mountain, in
Bethlehem, Pa., we have recently completed the industry's newest research
laboratories, a $40-million investment aimed at making Bethlehem the
leader in steel technology. And, at Burns Harbor, Indiana, we're building a new
plant at an initial investment of $250 million. It will incorporate
the latest advances known to metalworkiner science.
At Bethlehem Steel we have our sights set on continuous growth
and modernization; constant development of new and improved products.
This means career opportunities for alert and aggressive college graduates • •
in steel plant operations, sales, research, mining, shipbuilding, fabricated
steel construction, and many other activities.
You can get a copy of our booklet, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel
and the Loop Course," at your Placement Office, or by sending a
postcard to our Personnel Division, Bethlehem, Pa.

BETHLEHEM STEEL

An equal opportunity employer

The Vicksburg Campaign
by

Dick Osburn, Freshman

modern than those of many of his
fellow leaders concerning the approach to warfare. Although he was
not a student of military history, he
readily realized the relation between
politics and war in a modern society.
He had great confidence and unity
of purpose, and entered battles without doubts or reserves. His personal
doctrines, which the general summed
up rather concisely in an interview
during his western campaign, were
as follows:
"The art of war is simple
enough. Find out where your
enemy is. Get at him as soon
as you can. Strike at him as
hard as you can and as often as
you can, and keep moving on."
General Grant followed this philosophy religiously, and his campaigns were always characterized by
spirited use of the offensive.
General Sherman was more conSeveral interesting personalities
servative than his superior. Alwere among the generals who took
though he never won a major vicpart in the Vicksburg campaign.
tory, his battles showed imagination,
Their varying views on the practiresourcefulness, versatility, and concability of various methods of warsiderable leadership ability. Sherfare played an important part in
man was an advocate of economic
determining how the campaign was
and social warfare, as was shown by
carried out.
his march to the sea through
The principal Union generals were Georgia. His main weaknesses were
Ulysses S. Grant and William T. his pursuit of geographical rather
Sherman. General Grant was a than military objectives, and his
colorful and controversial leader. careful avoidance of risk.
The Confederate general in charge
His views were considerably more

As the Civil War progressed
through early 1861, Union leaders
had devised a plan of action designed
to split the Confederacy into two
parts. One of the main facets of the
plan involved capturing control of
the Mississippi River and thus isolating Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana
from the remainder of the rebelling
states. By early 1862, Union armies
in the west had gained control of all
strategic positions along the river
with the exceptions of Port Hudson
and Vicksburg. At the same time
the navy had initiated two drives,
one from the north under Flag Officer Andrew H. Foote, and one from
the south under Capt. David G. Farragut, which had completely cleared
the river of Confederate traffic.
Thus, only the two remaining rebel
strongholds prevented the Union
from splitting the Confederacy.

in the west, Joseph E. Johnston, was
a truly brilliant tactician. He never
demonstrated this ability, however.
Throughout his career he allowed
his subordinates to influence his
plans to such a great extent that his
true ability was never really demonstrated. This inability to produce
decisive action when it was needed
was demonstrated in his failure to
support Pemberton in Vicksburg
during the campaign.
Vicksburg was located in a perfect
position for defense. The town itself
was situated atop a bluff more than
250 feet above the river. This bluff
extended along the river for fifty
miles north and south. The land approach from the north was made impassible by the Yazoo River Delta, a
swampy region of lakes and backwater areas. The land immediately
south was also swampy. Thus the
only feasible approach to the city
was from the east.
The Union forces in the area of
Vicksburg consisted of three army
corps and a naval fleet. The Army
of West Tennessee under General
Ulysses S. Grant was made up of
III Corps, under Major General John
A. McClernand; XV Corps, under
Major General William T. Sherman;
and XVII Corps, under Major General James B. McPherson. Each
(Continued on page 24)
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ON THE MOON...
Our world-recognized trademark—"the P&WA eagle"—has been
identified with progress in flight propulsion for almost four decades,
spanning the evolution of power from yesterday's reciprocating
engines to today's rockets. Tomorrow will find that same Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft eagle carrying men and equipment to the moon and
to even more distant reaches of outer space.
Engineering achievement of this magnitude is directly traceable to
our conviction that basic and applied research is essential to healthy
progress. Today's engineers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft accept no
limiting criteria. They are moving ahead in many directions to advance
our programs in energy conversion for every environment.
Our progress on current programs is exciting, for it anticipates the
challenges of tomorrow. We are working, for example, in such areas
as advanced gas turbines ... rocket engines . .. fuel cells ... nuclear
power—all opening up new avenues of exploration in every field of
aerospace, marine and industrial power application.

The breadth of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft programs requires virtually every technical talent . .. requires ambitious young engineers and scientists who can contribute to our advances of the state of the art. Your degree? It can be a B.S., M.S.
or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL and
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • CERAMICS • MATF:EMATICS • ENGINEERING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS.

Career boundaries with us can be further extended through a corporation-financed Graduate Education Program. For further information
regarding opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement officer—or—write to Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut.

Pratt &Whitney Aircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

SPECIALISTS IN POWER ... POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.

A
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Industry On The Move
Edited by Jerry Armes, Sr. E.E.
and Chuck Hague, Soph. M.E.

A Corning Glass Works scientist has disclosed the
invention of glass which darkens on exposure to light
ar d clears again when the light fades.
Corning emphasized that these unique glasses are
still in the laboratory stage; they are not available
cofmercially. The company is engaged in an aggressive research and development program to adapt the
materials to practical products.
Dr. S. Donald Stcokey, co-inventor, said to his
knowledge the glasses are the first photochromic materials which retain indefinitely the ability to darken
quickly and then clear. In previous materials, the
reversibility quality wore off or the color change took
a long time.
The Coming glasses have not deteriorated during
two years of day and night outdoor exposure or
through thousands of darkening-clearing cycles in the
laboratory, Dr. Stookey reported.
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Photochromic glass darkening depends upon light exposure time (vertical scale) and degree of transmittance
(horizontal scale). The curve indicates the drop in light
transmission as the glass darkens from exposure to ultraviolet.

Wavelengths that produce the darkening in the
Corning glasses are typically the near ultraviolet.
Effect of other wavelengths varies with glass composition.
The Corning scientist said that sunlight darkens
soft glasses in a few seconds. Almost instant darkening results from an intense ultraviolet light source.
A typical glass darkens in daylight, but remains
clear under rormal indoor lighting.
Some glasses recover transparency in minutes;
others require hours, Dr. Stookey reported.
Before darkening, the glass is as clear as a window
pane. It darkens to a neutral gray, a brown or a
purple. Some samples have become so dark that only
one per cent of the light comes through.

Photochromir glass, invented by scientists at Corning
Glass Works, will darken to precise densities when exposed
to light, then clear to its original transparency when the
light source is removed. In this series, the clock indicates
the time of a complete darkening and clearing cycle. A
device to register light transmission through the glass is
below the glass sample. From left to right: First — The
glass is clear, registering 86 per cent visible light transmission. Second — After 30 seconds exposure to ultraviolet
the glass transmits only 50 per cent of the light Third
After 52 seconds the glass transmits 28 per cent of the
light. When the light source is removed the glass begins
to clear.

18

The Cornir g materials were described as "true
glass compositions" with the advantages of transparency, corrosion and abrasion resistance, rigidity,
impermeability, and hardness and smoothness of surface.
Photochromic glasses are melted and formed by conventional glassmaking methods. Dr. Stookey said the
materials are silicate glasses which contain submicroscopic silver halide crystals. The crystal are precipitated in the manufacturing process and give the
glass its ability to react to light.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPLETES WORLD'S A1OST POWERFUL CIR(.1. IT
BREAKER TEST LABORATORY—At General Electric's multi-million dollar Switchgear Development Laboratory in Philadelphia, engineers have completed construction
of what is believed to be the world's most powerful high voltage testing laboratory.
Described by engineers as a "compound circuit," this unique laboratory will be
instrumental in the development and proof-testing of the High Voltage Switchgear
Department's EHV-rated air-blast circuit breakers and will extend the testing capacity
needed for higher rated breakers at lower voltages.
NEW SUBMINIATURE ACCELEROMETER INTRODUCED BY PIEZOELECTRIC
DIVISION, CLEVITE--A new self-gene rating, subminiature accelerometer for high
shock, low sensitivity vibration measurement in laboratories and operational installations has been introduced by Piezoelectric Division, Clevite Corporation, Bedford, Ohio.
The new accelerometer is suitable for checking vibration and shock on small components such as amplifiers and transmitters and so-called black-box components for
missiles and other aerospace applications.
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The smiling bit of Florida sunshine
pictured on these pages is Miss Jackie
Benson. The eighteen year old ISC freshman is an import from Vero Beach,
Florida.
Jackie likes to dance, and her favorite
sports are swimming and water-skiing.
These activities are made as enjoyable
for spectators as for participant by her
blonde hair and her streamlined 5 foot
5 inch, 36-23-36 figure. Incidentally, she
is a special education major interested
in working with the physically handicapped. Pass me my crutches, please!
(Photos by Andy Breece)
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cision as to what engineering or
science curricula he will choose.
(Continued from Page 10)
This choice determines what courses
is represented by the following equa- he will take in his next three years.
The "academic" term of the equation:
tion
for his new fink factor, then,
RI = R
ENi
36P3 — Q,
includes a "course factor", the signwhere
ificance of which shall soon be deI = instructor factor
mor.strated.
N = course number designation
Another contributing influence to
P = grade point index for year
G = auto parking permit number the fink factor is the number of
The following tables will aid in the dates per month. One year at Rose
has forced the student to take an
understanding of this equation:
interest in the opposite sex — the
Course number designation
fact
that whatever D-numbers they
Ni = 112
may
have has no similarity to his
N2 = 124
D-number
makes no difference to
N:i = 111
him.
The sophomore fink factor is
N4 = 114
also a function of the frequency with
N5 = 123
which he cuts class, which itself is a
N, = 113
function of the common sleeping disN7 = 133
ease — sophomoritis. Between naps
N8 = 143
(and often during class cuts), the
N, = 141
fraternity
sophomore finds time to
NI,= 134
impress
the
traditions of Rose upon
= 142
freshmen
the
while fulfilling his
NI 2 = 131
obligations
fraternity
as
a
man. This
Instructor factor
is
another
obvious
influence
upon
I, = 2.5
his
fink
factor.
12 = 3
13 = 4 2
All of this may be more briefly
14 -= 5
expressed by the following equation:
15 = 7i3
R., = RI +
S + KP:' —
It; = 1 + 4i
100 (C
G
ev), where
17 = e3i
M = courses taken during sophIs = 1.72
omore year
= 3 + 2i
S = course factor (see table bee
low)
i-6
K = credits passed during year
Li =
C = class cuts per mor.th
The significance of other constants,
G = Dates per month
such as 36 (credit hours per year),
v = "pre-rush" factor
and the reason for 12 values of I and
I &P have same meaning as beN, should be obvious.
fore.

TAU BETA PI PLEDGE ESSAY

The student, after completion of The following table of typical course
his freshman year, will proceed to factors (for one semester only) will
his sophomore year — if, of course, aid in understanding the significance
he qualifies. Qualification is deter- of the academic summation term.
mined by his new fink factor, RI.
Course No.
This must exceed a certain number
ME.
214
which must be determined by the
Ch.E. 212
school. We might advise that the
E.E.
211
school employ a statistical analyst
213
C.E.
for this purpose. On becoming a
Course Factor
sophomore, the student is reminded,
/
1
2 BUNC x 3
by reading his Student Handbook
3/1, 15UNF x 2
has
been
(which he
taught by the
24 NC2 x 21
/
2
new juniors to carry diligently at
32 NC2 x 3A,
all times) that he must make a de(Continued on Page 31)
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Men's Shoes for any occasion--

You are cordially invited to visit
and inspect the new and enlarged

Hornung & HAHN
SHOE STORE

at

21-23 Meadows Center

L-0404

C-3703

We've doubled our facilities to
double your shopping pleasure

FAMILY ROOMS
BANQUETS
SPECIAL PARTIES

LOUISE'S
JACK AND IDA CAMPBELL

American and Italian Food

1849 South Third St.

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA

Phone C-4989

Thermistors
by
Stan Henson, Jr. E.E.

crease in temperature. The resistance of a typical thermistor material
will decrease 2 to 7 per cent for a
one degree Celsius increase in temperature. Figure 1 is a graph of Resistance versus Temperature comparing the characteristics of a typical
thermistor material and the metal
platinum which is used in platinum
resistance thermometers. As can be
seen from the graph, the resistance
of the thermistor material is many

SPECIFIC RESISTANCE (OHM-Cm.)

A thermistor is a semiconductor
device whose electrical resistance
varies considerably with temperature. The name thermistor is derived from the longer name thermally sensitive resistor. The resistance
of most materials varies with temperature but the semiconductor materials used in thermistors have large
negative temperature coefficients.
This means that the resistance of the
material will decrease with a in-

times greater in magnitude and
changes much more with temperature than does the resistance of the
platinum.
The great sensitivity to temperature changes of the thermistor has
lead to a wide variety of uses of
thermistors as thermometers. The
thermistor thermometer has many
advantages. The sensing element is
very small and rugged and can be
located remotely from the recording

FIG. 1
RESISTANCE VS. TEMPERATURE
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VICKSBURG
(Continued from page 15)
corps was made up of approximately
15,000 men. In addition the army
was reinforced by a fleet of navy
gunboats under Captain David G.
Farragut.
The Confederacy had two armies
in the area of Vicksburg. Lt. General
John C. Pemberton fortified the
town itself and outlying areas with
a force of about 30,000 men. General
Joseph E. Johnston was stationed at
Jackson, Mississippi, 40 miles east
of Vicksburg, with approximately
25,000 men.
In late May and early June of 1862
Captain Farragut attempted to seize
Vicksburg from the river, but his
gunboats were easily repulsed each
time they moved toward the wellfortified city. Finally in late June
he gave up his futile efforts and
withdrew his fleet to Memphis.
In the autumn of that same year
President Lincoln and Secretary of
War Stanton devised a second plan
for securing control of the two remaining Confederate outposts on the
Mississippi. Their strategy involved
simultaneous movements northward
from New Orleans and southward
from Memphis. They planned to give
the northbound command to Major
General Nathaniel Banks, and the
southbound command to Major General John McClernand. When General Halleck, the Union Commanderin-chief in the western theater,
learned of the plan, he persuaded
the President to place General
Grant in command of the sou thbound
force in place of McClernand.
President Lincoln and Secretary
Stanton, violating the principle of
simplicity, were partially responsible
for the failure of the ensuing campaign. Their orders to General
Banks were so vague that his forces
never actually began their northward march. In December General
Grant in the north deployed General
Sherman's XV Corps, supported by
a detachment of Farragut's gunboats
under Flag Officer David Porter,
southward while he created a di24

versionary action near Grenada.
General Sherman's path took him
directly through the Yazoo Delta, a
treacherous region which extended
some 175 miles north and south and
sixty miles east and west just above
Vicksburg. At this point the entire
plan of attack began to backfire.
Grant's efforts were nullified when
his lines of communication and supply were cut by the Confederate
General Van Dorn. The naval detachment under Porter was unable
to support Sherman's army due to
its inability to maneuver in the delta
area. General Sherman finally abandoned the assault as hopeless and
withdrew his forces from the delta.
In January and February of 1863
Grant again set his army to work.
This time he attempted to divert the
Mississippi through a canal across
the peninsula west of Vicksburg in
order that troops could be moved
down the river without being endangered by the fire of the city's
guns. When this attempt met with
failure, Grant's persistance led to a
second plan which involved the
breaking of a levee near the Yazoo
River in order to create a channel
from that river to Vicksburg. This
plan was also unsuccessful.
In March of 1863 General Grant
began his successful campaign
against Vicksburg. Flag Officer
David Porter had now assumed command of he naval forces in the area,
and working with him Grant soon
evolved an extremely bold and darir g attack plan. He decided to employ a small part of his forces in a
diversionary movement above Vicksburg while the main body marched
south on the western side of the
Mississippi, crossed the river, and
proceeded inland to attack the city
from the east. This was an extremely risky plan in that it involved
Grant's breaking loose from his
supply line and attempting to live
off a hostile territory.
In mid-March Grant deployed
General Sherman's XV Corps to
demonstrate near Vicksburg, and
proceeded southward with his two
remaining corps, plus another two
corps with which he had recently

been reinforced, a total of over 60,000
men. He crossed the river with the
aid of Porter's gunboats at Milliken's
Bend above Vicksburg and marched
south through the bayou region to a
point on the river below the city.
Here he was met by the transports
of Flag Officer Andrew H. Foote
and ferried to the east bank of the
iver at Bruinsburg. Grant then
marched on and captured Port Gibson, just east of Bruinsburg. He
then delayed his movements for a
few days to allow Sherman's corps
to rejoin the army. Having done this
he decided that in, order to safely
siege Vicksurg, he would have to
first defeat the forces under General
Johnston which were being reinforced in Jackson. He therefore
struck out northeast. On May 1, he
rnet and defeated a Confederate
force under General Bowen, and
subsequently seized the fortress at
Grand Gulf. On May 12 his lead
corps under McPherson fought its
way into Raymond, defeating the
garrison stationed there under General Gregg. From here he was in
position to threaten the line of communication between General Johnston in Jackson and General Pemberton in Vicksburg. Pursuing his
usual offensive tactics he drove his
forces, led by the XV and XVII
Corps, against General Johnston in
Jackson. The city fell the following
day and General Johnston withdrew
his army to the east. Leaving Sherman's XV Corps in Jackson to divert
Johnston, General Grant began his
march to the west down the Vicksburg road. His forces met those of
Pemberton on May 16 at Champion's
Hill and again on May 17 at the Big
Black River Bridge. At each engagement General Grant routed his
opponent, finally forcing him to retreat inside the Vicksburg fortress
on May 18, 1863. Later that day and
again on May 22 General Grant assaulted the heavily fortified city, but
each attack was easily repulsed by
the Confederate batteries. Seeing
that taking the city by force would
be impossigle, General Grant established a base camp at Yazoo, 12 miles
al,vay, and began a formal siege of
the city. By the end of June the
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Union works had advanced so close
to the city that the front line troops
were throwing grenades over the
walls of Vicksburg. The people of
the city were without food and had
begun eating mules and rats. On
July 1, Pemberton, seeing the hopelessness of his plight, asked for
terms. Grant declared that he would
parole the Confederate troops, and
on July 4, 1863, Pemberton surrendered Vicksburg.
The dramatic fall of Vicksburg
was followed on July 8 by the fall
of Port Hudson to an army led by
General Nathaniel Banks. This final
victory opened up the Mississippi to
the Union and completed the initial
Union campaign in the West.
During the Vicksburg campaign
many of the principles of war were
seriously violated by both sides,
and several were employed with a
great deal of success, particularly by
General Grant. In the initial army
campaign against the city, President
Lincoln and Secretary of War Stanton violated both simplicity and
unity of command as a result of their
lack of clarity in issuing orders and
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in their appointing General McClernand as a commander within
General Grant's army. The Confederate General Pemberton made
his fatal mistake when he violated
the principle of mass. In trying to
defend too large an area, Pemberton
distributed his forces in various outposts along the Vicksburg Road, the
Big Black River, and the railroad
between Vicksburg and Jackson.
This allowed General Grant to defeat several of Pemberton's forces
separately and thus reduce the force
with which he had to deal at Vicksburg. General Grant, although he
subjected his troops to considerable
risk when he broke away from his
line of supply, made brilliant use of
the offensive during the final drive
of the campaign. He also employed
the principle of maneuver to his advantage in the area of Jackson when
he cut the line of supply between
Generals Johnston and Pemberton
and contained General Johnston east
of Jackson for the final two months
of the siege. This movement also
was a good example of the economy
of force, as the 25,000 men under

Johnston were contained by a relatively small force of 15,000 under
Sherman.
The fall of Vicksburg, followed by
the fall of Port Hudson just a week
later, produced many advantageous
results for the Union forces. The
opening of the Mississippi River to
the Union not only split the Confederacy and facilitated the victory
in the West, but also provided a vital
supply route for equipping the
armies in the field. Had the Confederates retained possession of this
vital outpost, which commanded
complete control of the Mississippi
at the point where it overlooked the
river, the Union would most certainly have been forced into a much
longer struggle to subdue the rebels
in the West. This also called the
attention of President Lincoln to
the abilities of Ulysses S. Grant
as a commander, and resulted in his
being made supreme commander of
Union operations in the war. This
move resulted in the Victory of the
Union forces hardly more than a
year later.
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following equation can be used:

THERMISTORS
(Continued from page 23)
equipment. The recordir g equipment can be simpler than that required for a platinum sensing element due to the greater sensitivity
of the thermistor element. One disadvantage of thermistors as compared with platinum is the lower
maximum temperature at which
they may be used. A typical maximum temperature for a thermistor
is 400 to 600 degrees Celsius whereas platinum can be used up to about
1700 degrees Celsius. However, for
measuring very low temperatures
(near absolute zero) the thermistor
is much better and has replaced the
platinum resistance thermometer as
the standard thermometer for low
temperature measurements.
The resistance of a thermistor at
a given temperature is best found
from a resistance versus temperature
graph but for many applications the

R = R„ ,,B(1/T — 1/TO)
where
R = resistance at temp. T
resistance at temp.
To
T = temp. of interest
any temp.
B = a constant determined by
the type of semiconductor material
This equation is not a completely
general description of the resistancetemperature function but is sufficient over limited temperature ranges.
Thermistors are made from a
variety of materials and come in
many shapes and sizes. Some of the
common thermistor materials are
NiO, Mg0, TiO,
Co.0, and
Fe,04. Thermistors are usually made
by sintering compressed powder into
compact masses and adding leads or
contacts (usually silver). Often a
glass covering is added to protect the
semiconductor material from contamination and damage. Common

thermistor shapes are the bead, the
rod, the disk and the washer. Usually the bead type is a small pea-sized
ball with two wire leads, the rod
type is similar to a carbon resistor,
the disk type is a small coin-sized
disk with two wire leads and the
washer type is shaped like a washer.
Like most semiconductor devices,
thermistors come in two sizes: small
and smaller.
Being a two terminal electrical device somewhat similar to a resistor, a
thermistor has a volt-ampere relation which is somewhat similar to the
volt-ampere relation of a resistor
which is described by Ohm's Law.
A typical volt-ampere curve for a
thermistor is shown in Figure 2. This
curve is plotted for steady state conditions; that is, the voltage is allowed
to stabilize after each change in current. For small values of current
the thermistor acts as a linear resistor and follows Ohm's Law. However, as the current increases the
voltage peaks and then decreases
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A TYPICAL VOLT-AMPERE CURVE

9

due to the negative resistance action
of the thermistor. The value of the
esistance in the negative resistance
region is given by —dV/dI. The
negative resistance action of a thermistor has been used to produce amrlifiers, oscillators, limiters, compressors and voltage regulators using
thermistors ir place of vacuum
t ubes.
If a fixed voltage is applied to a
thermistor, the current takes a
period of time to reach its steady
state value. The delay, due to therFIG. 3

connected in series with the vacuum
tube filaments and drops part of the
applied filament voltage when the
tubes are first turned on. This allows the tubes to warm up at reduced voltage which prolongs their
lives. Of course the Surgistor alqs
as a 25 ohm resistor in the filament
circuit and wastes some power.
Whether this wasted power is important or not is a question of engineering judgment and is left to the
engineers.
The thermistor is another one of
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mal inertia, gives rise to the use of
thermistors in time delay circuits.
The various time delays for different
applied voltages for a typical thermistor are shown in Figure 3. Thermistors can be used to obtain accurate time delays of split seconds to
megaminutes and one of the more
common uses of thermistors is in
radios and televisiors as Surgistors.
A Surgistor is a thermistor which
has a resistance of a few hundred
ohms when cold and which drops to
about 25 ohms as it warms up. It is

the fascinating semicor.ductor devices available today. Besides thermistor thermometers and Surgistors,
thermistors are being used in low
fequency (audio) amplifiers and
oscilators, manometers, microwave
power meters, temperature controlles and automatic gain controls for
oscillators and amplifiers. This great
diversity of application of thermistors indicates that the chances are
pretty good that thermistors will be
used to a greater extent in days to
come.

Special Occasion
Give her a Col-sage
by HEINL'S

HEINL'S FLOWER SHOP
WILLIAM C. "Bill" BECKER

129 So. 7th St.
Terre Haute, Ind.
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Are You A Ham?
If you are, either the type that likes to be "focused" upon
or the type that plays with transmitter switches, you should be
interested in these reviews on two of Rose's more popular clubs.

more keys to the darkroom floating
around than there are to Speed Hall
Written by
itself. This fact makes it necessary
Bob Crask
and desirable for the club to offer
to its members lockers that are
The Camera Club is the only club placed inside the darkroom. In these
at Rose that is strictly a service lockers may be found everything
organization. It gives any Rose stu- from the newest idea in developers
dent the opportunity to develop and to a negative of the 1959 bonfire.
process his own film. Since the
The Camera Club receives a sticlub's move from its library cubby- pend from the Student Council
hole to Speed Hall in 1962, it has which it has saved for the past few
been able to offer a complete dark- years in order to build up a reroom to interested persons. The serve with which to purchase only
darkroom provides many of the top-notch equipment. It has recentschool's publications a place to pro- ly added another lens to one of the
duce proofs for their works.
Omega enlargers with some of this
At the present time, the dark- money. The club collects no dues
room is equipped with two Omega from its members, preferring to use
enlargers, printing easels, and a only that which the Council supplies.
drum-type ferrotype dryer for makThe club has as its president,
ing clear, sharp, and professionally Robert McKnight; vice-president,
finished prints. At the film handling James Moyer; and secretary-treasstage, the darkroom has available a urer, Robert Crask. Its faculty adtruly light-tight room for the han- viser is Colonel John H. Daugherty.
dling of the new sensitive panchroThe club hopes that continued inmatic films. For ease in developing, terest hi photography will enable it
it ofers a number of FR and Ansco offer even more in the way of protanks that are capable of processing fessional facilities for the faculty,
any size film from roll 35 mm to staff, and students of Rose Poly.
sheet 4 x 5's. The room is lit by
Kodak Wratten Filters, series OA,
ROSE TECH RADIO CLUB
in order to facilitates paper handling.
There are other features of the darkWritten by
room and the equipment offered by
the club that are found in many
Jeff Keeler
professional studiios only. The feaThe Rose Tech Radio Club is one
tures include such things as a magnifying-focusing device to enable mem- of the lesser publicized groups on
bers to obtain perfectly focused campus; however, it has played an
important role in the school's hisprints.
The club's membership is restrict- tory. The Radio Club was organized
ed to no one. There are probably in 1923 when radio was just becom-

THE CAMERA CLUB
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ing popular in the United States.
Initially the club was just a group
of students interested in discovering
the mysteries of radio communication. In 1927 a transmitting license
was granted to the club and radio
WRPI, the first commercial station
in the area, was founded. WRPI
broadcasted ballgames and short programs for a few years until the station was sold to WBOW.
The amateur station, W9NAA,
was licensed in 1934. Perhaps the
most well known activity of the club
at this time was the daily 160 meter
code pratcice transmission. Amateurs throughout the midwest were
tuned in.
With the outbreak of the war, station activities were suspended until
1946. Because of returning servicemen and the importance of radio
during the war, post-war amateur
activity was high. W9NAA had the
first television receiving station in
the area, and a glimpse of WLW TV
was quite a thrill.
In 1961 the station was set up in
its present location. Today's eqUipment consists of a 100-V exciter, BC610 500 watt amplifier, 75A-4 and
SX-28 receivers, RTTY facilities, and
temporary VHF gear. In the near
future the club plans to install permanent VHF equipment and an exclusively novice transmitter.
This year's club officers are as
follows: President, Craig Heindel;
Vice-President, George Wagner; Secretary, Dick Foltz; Treasurer, Jeff
Keeler; Operations Manager, Bill
Ataras; and faculty adviser and
trustee, Dean Herman A. Moench.

The club, which is open to any student or faculty member, has 22 members, nearly all of them licensed
"hams."

WHY DRINK?
(Continued front page 13)
They become more congenial, more
or less alluring, or aggressive, without ill effects.

In addition to regular contacts
with "hams" in many states and
The most satisfactory judge of the
countries, the club sponsors two stumoderate use of alcoholic beverages
dent services. Code and theory
is how the individual behaves under
classes are held annually and a free
its influence! If he has feelings of
message handling service is availhe tends to become
inferiority,
able. The club handles ten to fifteen
Such
a person may enter
boastful.
messages a month. It is possible for
guzzling
bout with someone,
into
a
students to arrange direct comhold more "booze"
feeling
he
can
munication with their home towns
He may become
than
the
next
guy.
through "phone patches." A9NAA
painfully
amusing
or
aggressive. If
is also a participant on MARS nethis feelings of inferiority center
works.
around sex, he may become a furiThe spring picnic activities allow ous lover. If he has suppressed tears,
the members to apply their engineer- the alcohol may release them rather
ing skills and ingenuity in construct- than simply soothe him. If he is on
ing such projects as receivers and the verge of fighting, the alcohol may
antennas for a hidden transmitter liberate this tendency instead of
hunt. Radio, as electronics, is a making fellowship. If he is sociable,
challenging and sometimes discour- jovial, or generous of nature, while
aging field, but for some reason, we drinking he may become more
"hams" never seem to get our fill. dangerously so. If he desires to

DINING ROOM OR
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Soda Fountain
RESTAURANT

Lunches

break out an inhibition, he may do
so upon the mere smell of liquor.
Behavior under the infuence of
alcohol depends also upon the apprehension as to what one might do
when drinking. Fear of having a
traffic accident may increase concentration upon one's driving more
than the alcohol decreases it. A
person who takes life seriously can
more safely drink a certain amount
than he could if he were reckless or
daring. In drinking, many persons
do so with the awareness of possible
danger, and with the determination
not to become a victim. This determination often makes them more
cautious than the alcohol makes
them careless. Still, a "boozed-up"
person may walk carefully away, in
the wrong direction!
Alternatives.
Since any use of alcoholic beverages is an attempt to achieve temporarily a fuller life or an easier
frame of mind, whatever serves
these ends should decrease the thirst
for such beverages. Excessive drinking is not a liquor problem, but a
problem of life! The approaches to
this problem are as various as are
the enjoyments of life. However,
alternatives to the use of alcohol do
not take effect as quickly as alcohol
itself does.
Good companionship serves many
of the ends as does the use of alcohol, and without any dulling effects.
Similarity, a walk should wash away
much of the dust of everyday life.
A bask in the sun gives you a feeling hard to beat The outdoors also
put you to sleep without leaving
you groggy in the morning. A good
book not merely drowns your
trubles, it lifts you right away from
them into another situation. When
you lay it aside, you worries seem
not so big after all. A hobby may
cure a worry, but whiskey never
does. However, the universal sedative that has desirable side effects is
congenial companionship.
We may never find adequate substitutes for the use of alcohol for
everyone, but we can try to prevent
their excessive use!
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Library Notes
by Harry Gilbert,
Librarian

ture of the discoverer himself and
the circumstances which surrounded
his enterprise have been the subject
of controversial appraisals and interpretations. No book about Columbus can replace his Journal in conTHE AGE OF THE SCHOLAR, veying what the admiral himself
by Nathan M. Pusey. Harvard Uni- thought and felt during his historic
versity Press, 1963.
voyage. Within the outward style
These observations on education of a formal report is the day by day
in a troubled decade are a collection account of the most audacious mariof addressesmade by Mr. Pusey after time adventure in history. Every
his first ten years as President of page reveals a combination of objecHarvard. Each one considers some tive observation and credulity, of
aspect of education or of the scho- commercial interests and religious
lar's role in the academic enterprise. inspiration, of spontaniety and sophCollectively they deal with many of isticated calculation. This unique
the problems and opportuinties con- document, unavailable in English for
fornting higher education. Explor- many years, is now presented with
ing the sensitive relationship be- many prints and maps illustrating
tween material and imaginative pro- Europe's first impressions of the
gress, emphasizing the need for New World and its inhabitants.
values beyond the functional, Mr.
POLITICAL LIFE; why people
Pusey's purpose is to "persuade
by Robert E.
any of the unpersuaded and rein- get involved in politics,
1961.
Glencoe,
force the conviction of the con- Lane. Free Press of
This book presents the first comvinced concerning the worth of the
study of popular participrehensive
university in today's world." AlAmerican democratic proin
pation
though the topics are diverse, their
The author utilizes previous
underlying unity stems from the cesses.
studies on the political proresearch
author's belief that "the complex
as
well
as the theoretical works
THE AMERICANS, by Oscar
cess,
and exciting organism which is a
Handlin. Little, Brown and Co., university is one of the noblest crea- in the field, in order to summarize
1963.
make interpretations. Political
tiors of the mind of man." His con- and
answer such quesThis is not the traditional hiscern for the intrinsic value of edu- Life attempts to
tory of the United States but a new
Why do people get
cation and the necessity for spiritual tions as these:
politics Why do people
history of the American people. It engagement is
in
involved
central to every part
is designed to helo Americans under- of
vote? Why do they write letters to
the book.
stand themselves by learning how
their congressman? Why do people
THE JOURNAL OF CHRISTO- read and talk about politics? What
they came to be what they are today.
The color and spirit of the eras in PHER COLUMBUS. Clarkson N. do they care about elections when
the nation's life are there, but the Potter, 1960.
the outcome is often hard to underfocus is always on the gradual unThis is the ship's logbook con- stand? What differer ce does it make
folding of the national character. tair ing the official record of the whether or not various elements of
Although broad themes are traced, voyagle of Columbus. It was pre- the population get involved in polisuch as the evolution of free politi- sented to Ferdinand and Isabel on tics? In answering these questions
cal, economic and social institutions, his return to Spain in 1943. The the author is not satisfied with vague
the mass of men and women who greatness of the events involved generalities but presents a detailed
shared the American experience re- has never been denied, but the sta- analysis of each separate problem.

IMAGINATION, by Harold Rugg.
Harper and Row, 1963.
As the subtitle indicates, this book
is an inquiry into the courses and
conditions that stimulate creativity.
Mr. Rugg, engineer, educator, philosopher, believed that man has the
power to create new patterns of
thought, and he devoted his retirement years to searching out clues to
the clarification and solution of this
power and how it can best be fostered and released. He found the clues
scattered throughout contemporary
arts and sciences and in the practices
and disciplines of wisdom, old and
new, Eastern and Western. Most
significantly, he found that conventional academic psychology was dealing primarily with conscious knowing and behaving, and neglecting the
theories of unconscious life. In this
study a new and different conception of mind evolves. The findings
about how and where and under
what influences the "flash of insight" takes place, casts startling
light on the problem. Mr. Rugg's
study will fascinate all those concerned with the creative process.
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main in sight. There is no expressive
emphasis upon a few great men or
events. Writing with poetic insight,
Mr. Handlin captures the spirit of
the Americans on these pages.

Tgpi (Continued from Page 22)
Again at the conclusion of the
sophomore year, the student's fink
factor comes under the critical scrutiny of the eternally present G-15.
Whether he returns to the institution of higher learning to the East
or departs to the institution of lower
learning to the West is left to the
completely unbiased judgment of the
turquoise monster, the G-15.
Enthusiastic, the student returns
for his junior year on the schedule
chosen by the little turquoise box.
Whereas during his sophomore year,
the student's fink factor was determined by the number of dates per
month and cuts per month, now the
fink factor is on a weekly basis.
Along with the normal sophomore
influences, the junior experiences
the phenomenon known as the "Call
of the Booze Hall." Fake identification cards become a necessity, and
the number of same is entered into
the calculation of the magic fink
factor. Advanced R.O.T.C. gunners
are plagued by the addition of the
Mickey Mouse factor. Once again

the computer has the final decision
as to whether the student continues
in his endeavor to obtain a higher
education at Rose. The influences of
the junior year become more pronounced as the student enters his
senior year. The class cuts and dates
become more and more frequent,
and thus become an even more important factor in the fink number
as evidenced by the fact that they
are now calculating on a daily basis.
Looking ahead to his future career,
the senior becomes an interview
addict. The number of interviews
effects the number of plant trips,
which in turn increases the number of class cuts. To relax from
the very taxing strain of intellectual
activity, he faithfully atends nightly
sessions at the Idaho Club. By special'arrangement between Rose Poly
and the Idaho Club, the number assigned by the Idaho Club is identical
to the student's fink number at that
time. As the student's senior year
wanes, the faculty committee with a
random number of monkeys assisting, randomly votes on the worthi-

ness of the senior for graduation. In
keeping with the set standards of
Rose, this vote is translated by the
computer into a number, designated
as a zap code. Most graduates are
assigned a zap code which is simply
the negative of their present fink
number. In order to propagate their
species, the faculty randomly selects
a few lucky fink numbers, otherwise
known as students. Their fink numbers are multiplied by the square
root of a negative one, which automatically qualifies them for positions
on the faculty staff of Rose.
The sum of the fink r.umber and
the zap code or the average student
will invariably be zero.
Throughout the college career, the
student has been represented by a
number, but does the student represent a number or does the number represent a student?
As ever, under the table,
6059
6003
6069
6037
6130
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sly

droolings
Stolen by Gerrand Mellinger, Sr. E.E.

A small boy was very interested
Daffyinitions:
Ginger Ale: A drink that tastes in watching a baldheaded man
like your foot feels when it's gone scratch the fringe of hair around
the side of his head. After some
to sleep.
Golddigger: A girl who breaks time the boy said in a loud whisper.
"Say, Mister, you'll never catch
dates by going out with them.
Alcoholic rheumatism: Getting him that way. Why don't you run
him out in the open."
stiff in every joint.
*
*
*
Home: Where you can scratch
Secretary: But, professor, isn't
any place it itches.
the same exam you gave last
this
*
*
*
year.
Fraternity pin: An increase in
Professor: Yes, but I've changed
privilege.
the answers.
* * *
* * *
A doctor was called to a house Dear Pop:
on a confinement case. The doctor
Everything fine at school. I'm
went upstairs to his patient while getting lots of sleep and am studythe anxious husband remained be- ing hard.
low.
Incidentally, I'm enclosing my
After some time the doctor came fraternity bill.
downstairs and inquired of the
Your son,
husband, "Do you have a little
Pudge
screwdriver—just a little tiny one Dear Pudge:
about this size?"
Don't buy any more fraternities.
Shortly, he again came downYour pop,
stairs to say, "I need a much larger
Pop
*
*
*
screwdriver—one about this size!"
The next trip down he asked for
George raised his hand for pera small wrench. A moment or two mission to go out of the room, but
later, he returned to obtain a the teacher said, "As soon as we
larger wrench. Next he wanted a finish this lesson, George."
mallet and a chisel. All the time
A minute later Henry, seated
the anxious husband was becoming right in back of George, raised his
more and more anxious.
hand.
The straw that broke the camel's
"I suppose you want permission
back was when the doctor once to leave the room, too," the teacher
more raced down the stairs and said. "No, I don't," Henry said. "I
asked for the ice tongs.
just want to second that motion on
"Ice tongs, what in the world are George."
* * *
you doing with all those tools ? Tell
me—is it a boy or a girl?"
M.E.: "Every time I kiss you it
"How do I know," said the Doc, makes me a better man."
"I can't get my doggone medicine
Student Nurse: "Why try to get
case open."
into heaven in one night."
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Arriving at a strange hotel, a
fussy woman thought she'd better
know where the fire escape was. So
she started exploring. During her
tour, she opened a door and found
herself in a bathroom occupied by
an elderly gentleman.
"Oh, I'm sorry!" she twittered.
"I was looking for the fire escape."
Continuing her search, she presently heard the pad of bare feet
behind her and a shout made her
turn. It was the elderly man, clad
in a bath towel.
"Wait a minute!" he gasped.
"Where's the fire?"

Experience
;s a great teacher
but . . .
you can learn more
from books
cheaper and faster

Order your books through

Rose Polytechnic
Book Store

This kind of engineer designs jobs instead of things

Once upon a time there was a creature known to jokesmiths as "the efficiency expert." When he wasn't being
laughed at, he was being hated. Kodak felt sorry for the
poor guy and hoped that in time he could be developed into
an honored, weight-pulling professional. That was long ago.
We were then and are much more today a very highly
diversified manufacturer. We need mechanical, electrical,
chemical, electronic, optical, etc., etc. engineers to design
equipment and processes and products for our many
kinds of plants, and make it all work. But all the inanimate
objects they mastermind eventually have to link up with
people in some fashion or other—the people who work in
the plants, the people who manage the plants, and the

people who buy the products. That's why we need
"industrial engineers."
A Kodak industrial engineer learns mathematical modelbuilding and Monte Carlo computer techniques. He uses
the photographic techniques that we urge upon other manufacturing companies. He collaborates with medicos in physiological measurements, with architects, with sales executives,
with manufacturing executives, with his boss(G. H. Gustat,
behind the desk above, one of the Fellows of the American
Institute of Industrial Engineers). He starts fast. Don
Wagner (M.S.I.E., Northwestern '61) had 4 dissimilar
projects going the day the above picture was sneaked. He
is not atypical. Want to be one?

Kodak
EASTMAN

KODAK COMPANY, Business and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester 4, N. Y.

An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities: Rochester, N. Y., Kingsport,Tenn.,and Longview,Tex.

GROWTH THROUGH TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

The Role of
R&D in Industry
An interview
with G.E.'s
Dr. George L. Haller
Vice President —
Advanced
Technology

a Dr. Haller, how does General Electric define that overworked term, Research and Development?
A. At General Electric we consider "R&D" to cover a whole spectrum of
activities, ranging from basic scientific investigation for its own sake to
the constant efforts of engineers in our manufacturing departments to
improve their products--even in small ways. Somewhere in the middle
of this range is an area we call simply "technology", the practical knowhow that couples scientific knowledge with the engineering of products
and services to meet customer needs.
Q. How is General Electric organized to do research and development?
A. Our Company has four broad product groups--Aerospace and Defense,
Consumer, Electric Utility, and Industrial. Each group is divided into
divisions, and each division into departments. The departments are like
separate businesses, responsible for engineering their products and serving
their markets. So one end of the R&D spectrum is clearly a department
function—engineering and product design. At the other end is the Research Laboratory which performs both basic and applied research for
the whole Company, and the Advanced Technology Laboratories which
also works for the whole Company in the vital linking function of putting
new knowledge to practical use.
Having centralized services of Research and Advanced Technology does
not mean that divisions or departments cannot set up their own R&D
operations, more or less specialized to their technical or market interests.
There are many such laboratories; e.g., in electronics, nuclear power, space
technology, polymer chemistry, jet engine technology, and so on.
Q. Doesn't such a variety of kinds of R&D hamper the Company's potential
contribution? Don't you find yourselves stepping on each other's toes?
A. On the contrary! With a great many engineers and scientists working

As Vice President—Advanced Technology Services, Dr. Haller is
charged with coupling scientific
knowledge to the practical operating problems of a Company that
designs and builds a great variety
of technical products. He has been
a radio engineer, both in industry
and the armed services (Legion of
Merit for development of radar
ccunter-measures); physics profes
sor at Penn State and dean of its
College of Chemistry and Physics,
and a consulting engineer. With
G.E. since 1954, he has been manager of its Electronics Laboratory,
and general manager of the Defense Electronics Division. He was
elected a vice president in 1958.

For complete information on opportunities for engineers at
General Electric, write: Personalized Career Planning, Genera
Electric Company, Section 69909, Schenectady, N. Y. 12305

intensively on the problems they understand better than anyone else, we
go ahead simultaneously on many fronts. Our total effort is broadened.
Our central, Company-wide services in Research and Advanced Technology are enhanced by this variety of effort by individual departments.
0. How is Advanced Technology Services organized?
A. There are three Advanced Technology Laboratories: Chemical and
Materials Engineering, Electrical and Information Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering; and the Nuclear Materials and Propulsion Operation. The Laboratories do advanced technology work on their own, with
Company funds, and on contract to product departments or outside customers
and government agencies. NMPO works for the AEC and the military to
develop materials and systems for high-temperature, high-power, lowweight nuclear reactors. ATS is the Company's communication and information center for disseminating new technologies. It also plans and
develops potential new business areas for General Electric.
Q. So R&D at General Electric is the work of a great many men in a great
many areas?

A. Of course. The world is going through a vast technological revolution—
in the ways men can handle energy, materials, and information. Our
knowledge is increasing exponentially. In the last five years we have
spent more than half the money ever spent for research and development.
To keep competitive, and to grow, industry must master that mountain of
new knowledge and find ways to put it to practical use for mankind. Only
by knowing his field well and keeping up with the rush of new developments, can the young engineer contribute to the growth of his industry—
and society as a whole.
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